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Introduction 

 

Mr. David Larsen, Lower Sioux, Morton, Minnesota: 

 

“Whenever changes take place in the world they always started out in a small group like 

this.  Whether it was a religious group or whatever.  It has always been a small group 

with similar feelings willing to reach out and talk to others that made change happen. 

So before we even get started I want to, since this is an environmental gathering, I want 

to bring in the heartbeat of Mother Earth, which is of course the drum. 

 

So my good friends John and Allen and a young man I just met from Red Lake will sing 

a song that John says will be appropriate for this gathering.  It’s a song they used to sing 

at Red Lake for Red Lake.”  

 

Mr. Johnny Smith, Mr. Allen Smith, Mr. Mike Thunder, Red Lake, Minnesota 

Heart of the Earth National Indian Education Center 

Honor song for Mother Earth.  

 

Mr. Larsen: 

 

“We have been listening to the heartbeat of Mother Earth.  When I first got here I was 

given another reminder of Mother Earth...tobacco.  In my teaching this comes from 

Mother Earth, because one of our people saw that we would have a need.  Before he left 

Mother Earth he left a part of himself and that’s where tobacco comes from that being 

that saw we were going to have a need in the future. Before the Europeans came he knew 

that these things were going to be happening.  We use tobacco to remember who we are 

as the original people. 

 

In the language of the original people here and in the north the name for original people 

is Anishinabe.  The drum and what’s in the bush are in the heart.  These help remind us 

of the original people, and this comes from the original people...tobacco.  I was offered 

that to ask the grandfathers from that other world to come and bless us and guide us and 

show us a good way through this.  Not to give us answers but to show us how to find our 

own answers. 

 

The Creator didn’t make us perfect people because there is no such thing as a perfect 

human being.  But when our relatives go to the spirit world we ask them for guidance 

because they are in a more perfect place.  We do our best to live the life here on Earth so 

that when we come to join them we can do it in a good way and be proud of what we’ve 

done here on Earth. 
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So when you start doing good work in this way a lot of very powerful people will be 

giving you a hard time and will make your life miserable.  They might even offer you 

money to stop doing what you’re doing. But remember the tobacco and those people, 

those relatives who are looking over you who want us to act in a good way. 

 

When we forget our mission and forget to take care of Mother Earth, to do what’s best for 

Mother Earth, we are causing our relatives in the spirit world to be restless and not able to 

find peace.  So today from this day on let’s do our best to help those relatives in the spirit 

world find peace by doing what’s best for Mother Earth.   

 

Sooner or later we all must return to Mother Earth.  I’ve lost five or six of my relatives 

since November.  I’m really feeling this personally right now.  We always think the old 

people will take care of us, but we are becoming the old people now.  There is no longer 

that generation ahead of us.  We have to be aware that everything we do has an impact on 

Mother Earth and the ones who are watching over all of us.  We want them to find rest in 

that spirit world so we must do the best we can here on Earth.” 

 

[Prayer offered in the Dakota language for the gathering at this time.  Mr. Larsen was 

gifted with a Pendelton blanket for his words of wisdom and spirituality.    Mr. Johnny 

Smith and his drum group played a “49” round dance song and requested all participants 

join the dance in the recognition and honoring of Mr. Larsen.] 

 

Ms. Karen Studders, Commissioner, 

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA): 

 

“We look at this as a community education forum. I want to thank you for the work 

you’ve all done from preparing our meal, to the song and dance we shared together, the 

prayer we had, discussion we can have now for a few minutes, and the time you spent 

answering some questions we need some answers to.   

 

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency is using a grant from the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency to deal with some environmental justice issues. I 

understand that that is the first time this has been done in the State of Minnesota. The 

MPCA is talking about environmental health and quality of life.  We are trying to get an 

understanding about how different things affect different communities differently and 

what individuals different priorities are.  Our goal is to better reflect those goals of the 

different communities.  Lea has been kind enough to help us put this evening together so 

it was more on your turf so to say.  It’s not held 9 to 5 over at the Pollution Control 

Agency offices, but it is important that we have that understanding. We are of different 

origin and we don’t know things.  We’ll do things that we’d have no intention of doing 

that can be offensive, and we don’t understand.  I think evenings like tonight are 

important so that we can have an understanding of each other.  

 

The MPCA definition of the term environmental justice is the fair treatment and 

meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, culture, or 
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income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement and 

compliance of environmental laws and regulations. 

 

MPCA has set three long-term goals for this program: 

 

1) Communities of Color and economically disadvantaged communities do not 

bear and suffer a disproportionate share of risks and consequences of 

environmental pollution; 

 

2) Communities of Color are not denied equal access to environmental benefits; 

 

3) Communities of Color have opportunities for meaningful participation in the 

development and implementation of environmental programs.” 

 

Ms. Denise Estey, Minneapolis Division of Indian Work: 

 

“Could you talk about what your program does exactly?  I really don’t know what you 

do.  Can do or cannot do?” 

 

K. Studders 

 

“The EJ program or the whole agency?” 

 

Ms. Estey: 

 

“The whole agency.” 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“The MPCA is the primary agency in the State of Minnesota charged with environmental 

protection.  We have 54 delegated Federal Government programs ranging from air 

quality, water quality, land pollution, and noise.  We primarily are a regulatory agency.  

One of the issues we’re struggling with as a regulatory agency is that when we started all 

our issues we were dealing with were open stacks from big corporations or a discharge 

pipe into a river or lake.  Today of what we’re dealing with only 15% is water, 40% air 

pollution and the rest of it is coming from everyday citizens like those of us sitting right 

here.  When we go in our car and turn on the ignition we’re part of the pollution. 

 

The Office of Environmental Assistance is another agency here whose role is primarily 

concerned with solid waste, incinerators, landfills, and what we do with our garbage.  The 

Health Department role is to monitors indoor and outdoor air quality as far as the health 

impacts on us.   The City of Minneapolis and St Paul plays a role with ordinances over 

environmental quality both indoors and outside. 
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MPCA sets the state standards for what is considered a safe level of exposure.  We are 

connected at the hip to the Department of Health because they are providing us with 

information on human exposure as we’re making environmental decisions. 

 

Audience question:  

 

“How many of you here are political appointees?” 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“One, me.  I work directly for Governor Ventura.” 

 

Audience question: 

 

“Is everyone else a permanent employee there?” 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“Ann [Seha] and Sherry [Ensler] were appointed by me, but they are not by definition 

political appointees.” 

 

Sheila White Eagle,   

St Paul Area Council of Churches, Department of Indian Work 

Executive Director 

 

“In Tribal government the staff changes when the leadership changes and so a project that 

was started may or may not continue.  How do you want to talk about pollution?  I live on 

West 7
th

 Street by the Ethanol plant.  If you want to talk about it I live on Webster which 

is one of the cross streets just across from the plant.  It’s a terrible, horrible smell as you 

know.  It’s been a case of citizen’s protesting but not being able to just shut it down.  I 

feel doubly helpless as a resident taxpayer homeowner and American Indian.  This is 

affecting my quality of life more than I want it to. Even when they’ve had their leaks and 

there have been fire trucks and paramedics they have never warned the residents that 

there is any danger or that things are going to blow up or something.” 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“Have you seen a change in the communities attitude as both the City of St. Paul and the 

Pollution Control Agency have—” 

 

Ms. White Eagle: 

 

“People give up after a while you can’t continue the energy at the same level of 

commitment of wanting something closed after a while when you’re fighting a system 

that just isn’t going to hear you.  So you just quit, you just let it go.  I just saw that with 

my neighbors.  A lot of them have just moved, sold their homes.  One house was vacant 
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for two years because they couldn’t sell it.  Nobody wanted to live there.  It smells 

terrible. 

 

There have been a variety of complaints.  Kids playing outside barefoot their feet turn 

orange.  Then they say Oh it’s not from the plant!  The summer before the plant opened 

the kids didn’t have the problem. City government said it was okay.  The problems 

showed up later.  OOPS!  This is another example of doing a project without considering 

those most impacted.  This plant represents only 20-30 jobs compared to the impacts on 

the thousands of people that live there in the area before the plant opened.  The workers 

come from the outside and don’t live in the area.” 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“This problem represents a conflict between what someone thinks you should do, what 

local zoning allows, what local elected officials allow, what the State of Minnesota has 

jurisdiction over or doesn’t, and that the State of Minnesota doesn’t have the ability to 

regulate odor right now.  We do have the jurisdiction; we just have no way to measure 

what is acceptable and what is not.  That doesn’t answer your question but speaks to the 

dilemma that is out there now with respect with how we site different facilities.  When 

they put the ethanol plant in St Paul your concerns were felt by those in rural Minnesota, 

they just didn’t complain because it was their 30-40 jobs that employed the people that 

lived there.  When they put it in a large city where jobs weren’t critical that doesn’t mean 

that the complaints weren’t there in the rural area.” 

 

Mr. David Larsen: 

 

“My home is south of here about 100 miles.  We’ve had a lot of large hog feeding farms 

with run off into the creeks and then directly into the Minnesota River. If you’re not in 

gaming there aren’t a lot of things for our people to do and if you’re not one of the lucky 

ones who’ve been fortunate enough to be getting some assistance through gaming, why 

fishing is a very important part of your life.  For generations it was for all of our people.   

 

But now we’re told to not eat fish out of the river except for once or twice a month, if 

that.  When our people complain we feel that there is no place for the voice to go.  For 

some reason local people and politicians find it easy to ignore Indian People when we 

have a complaint. 

 

The only way I would support the work of the MPCA is if we had not just one but several 

Indian people in the Agency.   We’ve suffered effects from this pollution the longest 

since the coming of Europeans to our lands.  We have been exposed longer than any one 

group.  We should have more access to trying to remedy the situation than any other 

group until we have some numbers; we are not going to have much confidence of 

anything changing.” 
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K. Studders:    

 

“Numbers on?” 

 

Mr. Larsen: 

 

“Numbers on the governing boards that make the decisions.  Whatever it is.  There are so 

many different governments and boards and agencies all saying we can only do this and 

the other is saying we can only do that, pretty soon we give up because it’s like trying to 

find your way through a maze.  People keep telling you we can’t do that, you’ll have to 

talk to this group, and then that group says well that’s not us either.  We’ve been so used 

to getting the run around for centuries.   

 

When this happens you tend to forget about it.  We’ve survived this long.  Even though 

our life expectancy is the shortest of any group in the country.  It’s a kind of a fatalistic 

attitude.  It’s been this way since the Europeans came so I guess it’s going to continue 

until we get some real meaningful involvement on the boards that make decisions.  

We’ll remain fatalistic unless we get representation on these boards, no one hears us. 

 

A lot of us don’t understand the history of how we got to where we are.  The history of 

the land, the air and the water all being polluted.  How did we get into this terrible 

situation and how come only when it’s directly affecting our health and the health of the 

people around us are we finally being asked. How did we get to where we are?   Does 

anyone in your organization know the history of how we got in the mess we’re in?  It is a 

mess.  I think having one or two meetings with us as Indian People because we’ve been 

left out of any loop is not meaningful until people have enough concern to meet with us 

until we feel we do have a voice.”  

 

Ms. Lea Foushee, North American Water Office: 

 

“I wanted to participate in the Minnesota Mercury Contamination Reduction Initiative, 

which I found out about by accident.  When I asked to be part of the effort I was refused 

a voice on that advisory task force. I complained about being refused as I had been 

working on the mercury in fish issue since the 1970’s. Only one Indian Nation was on the 

committee.  I asked again to be included in the group and was finally told it was a public 

forum so I could come and observe, but could not vote as part of the decision making 

body.   

 

That kind of treatment is really bad.  When someone asks to participate we should be 

granted that right.  The same rights as any other person that’s affected.  Members from 

the most affected communities should be sought out and in some forum given the 

capacity to participate.  A lot of the reason why people don’t participate is because 

there’s no money, and no services that would allow that participation.” 
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Ms. White Eagle: 

 

“We as human beings are still tied to the Earth.  We’re talking about a diabetes forum in 

my organization.  Some of the traditional foods were very healthy.  But now we can’t 

even get them anymore.  Now we’re eating whatever is out there and it’s just devastating 

our people who are not used to eating all that.  A study of the Pima Indians in the south 

has identified the thrifty gene that gives Indian People a feast or famine gene that causes 

overweight. 

 

We already have a diet problem and the genetic propensity for the obesity problem.  As a 

result diabetes is a real problem for our community, especially if we’re not able to get our 

traditional diets getting back to the Earth.  The diabetes ratio for Indian People is 80%.  

With the low life span of 49.7 years we are a young group of people who don’t have 

much time to develop an elder leadership.  Those of us under 49 years old are all the 

leadership you have.  You’re not going to have this large pool of people to draw from.   

 

Every time there’s a problem I see the same people over again, trying to be a voice to the 

younger people coming up who may not know about these things.  There aren't many 

young people who know about the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.  I was so 

dissatisfied with the West 7
th

 Street stuff I didn’t want to know any more about them.  I 

know too much about them.  They don’t do anything.  That was my idea. 

 

Then if we go on down to Prairie Island I have supported Joseph Campbell and his family 

on nuclear issues since the 1970’s and still don’t see any change.  Those people have 

never been heard.  If it’s so safe let them put it in Edina, let them put it in North Oakes.  

You want to take everything from us and then you give us your waste.  There was one 

elder that said, “Well may be we’re supposed to be the caretakers of that waste.”  But it 

shouldn’t have to be that way.  Prairie Island is going to come up before the Legislature 

again.” 

 

K. Studders:   

 

“Not this year, next year it will come up.” 

 

Ms White Eagle:  

 

“When I met with Jim Howard from NSP, I asked him how much they were paying the 

government to store Minnesota’s radioactive waste? I told him you should stop paying 

them.  He said, “What would you have me do?”  When you buy something and don’t get 

what you want usually you stop paying them. I told him to stop paying the government. 

Then 5-6 years ago they finally did sue the Federal Government for not taking the waste.  

 

They are probably going to get the 48 casks.  They probably already built them back 

when they got permission to build the 17 casks in 1994.  They already knew back then 

that they would need more so they already built them. How do you expect our community 

to fight that? 
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Head up to Manitoba, there’s Manitoba Hydro who builds 3 hydro electric plants on Cree 

lands to sell cheap power to the United States, especially to NSP in Minnesota.  Split 

Lake who is also a Cree Nation is disputing with them [Pimicikamak Cree].  Hydro 

flooded the land and then offered to negotiate a treaty called the Northern Flood 

Agreement.  The treaty has never been fulfilled.  Split Lake and three others have 

negotiated high settlement agreements, but the project was already imposed on them so 

what choice was there?   That’s like what she said (referring to Ms. Foushee’s statement) 

not ever having a voice.  They always do it anyway and then you just have to make the 

best of it.” 

 

Mr. Richard LaFortune, Honor the Earth, Executive Director: 

 

“What are the Agency’s commitments to EJ issues in the program and in its budget?  Do 

you feel satisfied with the legislature’s expression and understanding of EJ?  How does 

the state plan to demonstrate its national leadership on EJ?” 

 

K. Studders:  

 

“The MPCA is not using state dollars but we are using Federal money for this work.  The 

Minnesota Legislature has designated nothing for environmental justice.  That’s part of 

the problem we’ve been facing as an agency.  This is an Environmental Protection 

Agency grant.” 

 

 

Ms. Elizabeth Shevi, Director of Policy and Planning MPCA: 

 

There has been a lot of interest in our Minnesota environmental justice efforts on a 

national level to replicate what we’ve been doing elsewhere.   

 

Mr. LaFortune: 

 

“Minnesota has the third highest American Indian population in the United States, with 

two-thirds in urban areas. Over half of our national population is under 25 years old. Our 

communities are facing economic realities that are overwhelming.  People are working 

two jobs just to get enough money to survive, if they can get jobs.  Unemployment is 

high. It’s hard to participate with these circumstances.  

 

How is the state going to incorporate us more into the routine dialogue? We need a 

communication infrastructure to continue this relationship.  We need a newsletter on 

environmental justice.  One of the issues should be dedicated to directing corporate 

interests away from nuclear interests toward renewable energy.  A quarterly publication 

would be useful.”  
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There is a need for transportation equity in areas where participation by Indigenous 

Peoples needs to be maintained.   Any relationship that is developed with us is not the 

same as other groups of color because of sovereignty.” 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“I understand the environmental cost of energy.  I’ve spent 17 years in the electric utility 

industry.  Oil, gas, coal, nuclear I know it well.  We live in a world where we want 

something, we take it and we worry about consequences later.  I won’t pass judgements 

on that, but that seems to be the type of society that we’ve built.  We’re starting to, I work 

for a boss who says your department is not a silo you have to start talking to one another 

that’s why you have the Department of Health here.  In fact I have some copies of the 

newsletter of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency with me to give to you, which is a 

quarterly magazine.  It is about energy this time and its environmental consequences.”  

 

Ms. Foushee:  

 

“It would be really important to have an issue of the MPCA newsletter specifically 

devoted to environmental justice.” 

 

 

Additional newsletter topics identified by the audience as needed were water and nuclear 

issues.  The copies of the newsletter were passed out to the audience at this time.  Ms. 

Estey noticed Commissioner Studders was wearing the same sage green suit she was 

wearing in the MPCA newsletter photo.  

 

K. Studders: 

 

“I’ve been doing this job for three years now and I haven’t managed to gain too much 

weight, I can still wear the same suit.  You know only a woman would notice that.” 

 

 

Much laughter. 

 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“There is a draft Energy Report from the Minnesota Department of Commerce out on 

public comment right now that has a section on the environmental consequences of coal. 

The primary author of that section of the document is Ann Seha my Deputy at the 

MPCA.” 

 

Placida Venegas: 

 

“There has been something that has come up with all the other culture groups in trying to 

set up these community forums.  There is one element common to all, and that is cultural 
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protocol.  Everybody has a process.  They may not participate unless you ask them, they 

may want a spokesperson that will express the joint concerns of the entire group, but 

everyone so far has had a cultural protocol.”   

 

 

Genine Kuykendall, Lead Educator, City of Minneapolis: 

 

“I’m still learning about environmental justice, but I am wondering what are you going to 

do with the information once you get it?  I’ll need it for my job as lead educator in the 

City of Minneapolis.  Who gets to see the data the Agency is putting together?   How are 

you going to get it out so you can help the communities?” 

 

Ms. Foushee: 

   

“As a member of the MPCA EJ Advisory Task Force, I’d like to see the data as well.” 

 

E. Shevi and P. Venegas:  

 

“You will hear from us next year after we get done with this. We have been going around 

the state holding community education forums in Thief River Falls, Red Lake, Willmar 

and Humboldt School, and this one tonight. We have entered all the information into our 

computer.  We’re trying to develop guidelines and procedures.  We have a lot of 

information right now.  We have a task force.  The task force is making suggestions and 

telling us what to do.” 

 

 

K. Studders: 

 

“What we’re trying to do rather than just doing do something for the sake of doing it, is 

to try collect enough information to start making our decisions or incorporating what we 

learn into our decision making so it has a lasting effect.  What we are hearing from the 

different communities, is that it’s not even necessarily the substance of an issue like a 

nuclear power plant, or an ethanol plant that is of most concern.  What I need to have a 

better understanding of, is what’s really important to you?  That’s why one of the 

questions is on follow through is how would you feel you’ve actually been listened to? 

Sometime we get into a rote process for granting permits.  You as a community may need 

more time to discuss an issue with members in your community.  You say you need  

another 30, 60, 90 days to comment on an issue.  If I don’t know that you need more 

time, I can’t grant an extension, unless you folks tell me that.  

 

I think environmental justice is primarily an urban problem where human beings butt up 

against industry.  We’re trying to get a better idea of what’s important, how we should go 

about doing things so that perhaps we can have a long range impact on changing how 

some things are done.  I wouldn’t sit here and promise you there would be an overnight 

fix, if it was [possible for an overnight fix] I think someone would have done it before us.  

We have some policies and procedures that need to be looked at.  We need to understand 
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what the issues are.  We alone can sit in our cubicles and try to figure them out, and we 

may be right 50% of the time and we’ll probably be wrong 50% of the time, and you’ll 

probably get further frustrated.  This grant is to gather enough information so it starts 

affecting the way we make decisions.   We need to know what we need to do to make this 

survive the current administration and become part of the agency.” 

 

Ms. Valerie Larsen: 

 

[Referring to the MPCA newsletter]  “I was interested to see the syntax in here about 

wind energy.  I was really worried about these wind generators at first.  There’s one in 

the field behind our house.  I thought they’d be noisy and icky, I had no clue.  But I just 

want to say how much I really kind of like it.  I like it because I really believe alternative 

forms of energy can happen.” 

 

 

Audience question: 

 

“Is it on your land?” 

 

 Ms. Larsen: 

 

“Yes, it is” 

 

Audience question: 

 

“Are you getting paid for it being there?” 

 

 Ms Larsen: 

 

“No, we’re not.” 

 

Audience comment: 

 

“You should be getting paid for that.” 

 

Mr. David Larsen: 

 

“If you look at history, it was legal to kill us.  So now it’s hard to speak up. We are still 

facing an attitude of,  “We’re going to wipe you out one way or another.”  Indian People 

are still seen as the enemy.  If we say something that someone in power doesn’t like, they 

can hurt all of us.  I wouldn’t want to be the one to hurt a whole lot of Indian People 

because of my saying what I really feel.  There has to be some kind of forum where we 

know it’s okay to say what we really need to say.  Because up ‘til now those in power 

could hurt everyone when someone stood up, and they can still do that to us. We’ll talk 

among ourselves, but when the government comes in we become afraid and we still are.   
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Even the local farmers around Morton treat us bad in our own casino. Now days if we say 

we have a need they say you have a casino fix it yourself.   There are less than 2,000 

Indian People in the entire State of Minnesota who make any profits from casinos.  Even 

if you don’t you’re told to go ask the casino Indians.   It’s going to take a while to speak 

out when things are bad.  There needs to be more of these community forums.  This is a 

good start. 

 

People are allowed to treat us badly because it has historically been okay to hurt us.  Not 

only okay, but people have been paid to hurt us.  Unless the law has been changed it still 

may be legal to kill us, and you may get a bounty for killing us because that was 

Minnesota Law.  Maybe it’s never been taken off the books.  We’re not brave enough to 

look. Because of this historic abuse, we have one of the highest suicide rates, the shortest 

life expectancy of 49 years old.  One of the reasons we commit suicide is that we cannot 

get the anger out.  Anger kills.  

  

 

Europeans received everything from us.  Everything and they have never kept any treaty 

made with us.  Nothing has ever been paid for...all the things that we have given.  What 

everyone else has, they received it from us.  Specifically because unless you pay for it, it 

still belongs to the people you are taking it from.  We’ve 650 Treaties made and not one 

of them has been kept.  We were not given back reservations.  We kept small pieces of 

land for ourselves the rest we gave away.    We have people who understand the 

environment.  We have people who can help.  Thank you, Lea for bringing us together 

for this forum.   

 

In our axiology it’s not the people who have the most wealth that are the most important, 

but those who know and are closest to the Mother Earth.  These are our most valuable 

people because these are the individuals that can heal us.  They are so strong they can 

heal us physically and emotionally.  Our healers are not going to step forward now 

because they don’t trust you.  If a meeting like this were to continue we could build trust.   

Those that have to be are here tonight.  We may step back because of fears that what little 

we do have will be taken from us because of my relation ship to the Earth and that’s not 

romanticizing that’s real.” 

 

Mr. LaFortune: 

 

“We are not talking about urban knowledge.  The perception that the problem to be 

solved is urban has to be corrected.  The environmental concerns we are talking about 

concern 11 reservations in Minnesota, but it also concerns impacts to Indigenous Peoples 

on an international level.  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPS) like dioxin are a real 

problem for societies that rely on hunting and gathering in the rural areas but the source 

of the POPS is from the urban areas.   

 

Mercury contamination is a further problem for peoples on a subsistence level.  We suffer 

the results of energy development not just coal and nuclear but also the refuse derived 

garbage burning that causes dioxin contamination in Inuit mother’s breast milk in the 
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Arctic.  The fingerprint of the Red Wing garbage burner has been identified as one of the 

10 worst contributors to this international problem and the people of Minnesota are 

responsible for this and must be held accountable.  

 

We need to be able to use the resources of the state agencies as well as elected and 

appointed officials to serve as our voice and articulate these concerns because we are not 

able to do so ourselves.  We are not here in large numbers tonight because of historical 

economic injustices.  Urban Indians have to hold down two jobs to pay rent in the 

inflated housing market in Minneapolis/St Paul.  We cannot be here tonight because we 

have to keep working just to survive.  We have to look at both urban and rural issues for 

Indian People.” 

 

 Ms. White Eagle: 

 

“We go back and forth from urban area to our reservations.  Our families are there.  

We’re still tied to that place.  It doesn’t matter where your permanent residence is you 

still go back to the reservation frequently.” 

 

 K. Studders: 

 

“What I was referring to, where I get concerned with urban pollution is that there it is 

stark.  You can usually see it, smell it and taste it.  In the rural area you may not see it, 

smell it, or taste it. Where I see the real difference is the reliance on fish protein for your 

food supply and when I look at what’s happened to our fish in the last 100 years with the 

heavy metal contamination of the fish.”   

 

 Ms. White Eagle: 

 

“Prairie Island has a fishing ban.  The fish that are there they don’t think they are edible.  

Like the Discovery Channel special on 3 legged frogs why, Prairie Island had that 

problem ten years ago.” 

 

  

Ms. Foushee: 

 

“The ugly fish contest is the media event that Joe Campbell likes to talk about.” 

 

Ms. White Eagle: 

 

“Yeah, really.” 
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K. Studders: 

 

“The Draft Mercury Report has been released to talk about what we had or had not 

accomplished on the process of the Mercury Reduction Agreement where Lea said she 

had no vote.  It’s on Public Comment.  It’s pretty blatantly saying that the voluntary 

agreements didn’t do much for us.  That surprised our staff a little bit.  The document is 

on our web page.”   

 

 Ms. White Eagle: 

 

“Fish is one thing, but then there’s the gathering problem.  One of our important 

medicines is milkweed in the spring.  They are just growing along the roadsides.  Now 

they are all contaminated.  You cannot go on private lands to gather or state parks.” 

 

 K. Studders: 

 

“I wasn’t meaning that I thought it was the only one, I know there’s others.  I just knew 

you valued fish.” 

 

 Mr. Larsen: 

 

“To us one of the most valuable plants growing for us is sage.  People are spraying sage 

because they see it as a weed, and they want to get rid of it.  We were on our way to 

Granite Falls and we stopped to pick sage in the ditch.  

 

We had put out our tobacco offering and started picking when a farmer came by and said 

“Get out of there those are my weeds, leave ‘em alone.”  I mean if it was weeds, why 

what was the problem with my brother and I taking it?  But it's mine get out of there.  

Here it is our land we’ve never been paid for it, but we have someone interrupting our 

prayers kicking us off our land.   

 

People say we’ve lived here 100 years.  We say you’re a new comer eh?  Then they get 

angry. They cannot understand our relationship to Mother Earth.   We have people who 

have that relationship down to a science.  All of our healers know how to relate to Mother 

Earth.  They know where the medicine comes from, how to heal you when you need 

doctoring.”  

 

 

Please note that this is not an exhaustive accounting of the event, but represents the issues 

of concern to the Agency and the Indigenous Community present.  We have edited for 

clarity and brevity. 


